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CORVET is a Leonardo da Vinci partnership project that focuses on innovative
approaches of career orientation for pupils in the field of vocational education and
training.
We had already established the project and worked together on the educational systems
in the different partner countries and also on the national career orientation
approaches. The Website of the project http://www.cor‐vet.eu was designed and went
online.So Far we have run 3 project’s meeting in Paderborn,Kırsehir and London.
Our third meeting was in london. The workshop in London From 29 to 31 October, the
Meeting of the CORVET‐ project was taken place in London by ELN.
The project involves partners of five institutions from four different countries, Italy, UK,
Turkey and Germany.The Turkish Delegation was formed with 4 participants,2 were
staff 2 were teachers.
As soon as we dropped our baggage at hotel – Travelodge Aldgate East, London we tried
to our best to reach the conference room but we failed. We travelled nearly 16 hours to
London,when were in London we saw that the traffic was so crowded that we missed
some part of the meeting.As we entered the conference room the programme was
running by the İtallian team. The working day had been Started of the workshop at Idea
Store Whitechapel.
Unfortunately we missed those presentations but we later got them while we were
having coffee break and evening at hotel
‐Marc Beutner, University Paderborn had Overviewed on the LONDON‐workshop and
results of the evaluation of 2nd workshop in KIRŞEHİR, Turkey
‐The new COR‐VET concept of the Career Orientation Approach in United Kingdom
and British didactical material for Career Orientation

All partners had gathered in the meeting room and had a very long day discussing the
project phases of CORVET as well as the dissemination strategy. This day also contained
presentations of each partner country about The new COR‐VET concept of the Career
Orientation Approach in Italy
and Italian didactical material for Career Orientation .
Marc Beutner, University Paderborn Summarized aspects then Raj Pathak, European
Learning Network gave Information on the evening activities
For evening we travelled a tour of East London and then everyone had a meal. We spent
interesting days in Uk with a lot of new points of view on which to work on, the unusual
tour of London
The other day on Tuesday, October 30th: We started at 9:30 and Worked in two Slots
with a coffee break around 10.30 we listened to Rasmus and Marc working on the
questionnaire and they presented us the actual version in UK. We were divided into 2
group,
We the staff Discussed and Designed the CORVET‐Questionnaire
The learners had a Discussion groupon
How necessary is vocational and education for young people?
And do we need a common European Approach?.
in the afternoon we listened to the manager of the Idea Store Whitechapel then we
Travelled to Barking and Dagenham College
http://www.barkingdagenhamcollege.ac.uk/.
We got the possibility to visit one of the best example of vocational school in Uk. That
hey have over 1,700 courses available across a wide range of subjects and levels
surprised us.
The other day on Wednesday , October 31st We had Short presentations with
information about current developments of the new Career Orientation Approaches in
COR‐VET – Presentation of Didactical Material presented by Paderborn University by
Marc and Turkish team gave some information on the new Turkish educational system.
The New School Term in Turkey started 2012 and with the new term starts a new
Education System in Turkey which has been called the 4+4+4 system. This system
extends mandatory schooling from 8 years to 12 years.
Then the learners presented their presentation that they launched the day before
Workshop Evaluation and feedback and Evaluation of the UK Workshop (Raj Pathak,
European Learning Network) was run by Marc.
İn the afternoon we left the meeting room.It was really and fantastic workshop .

